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Hello! The circumstances over the past year have been no match for the Engineer Regiment.
“Sappers Lead the Way” is on full display and we are thrilled to highlight this in our Summer
2021 issue. The U.S. Army Engineer School welcomes its 99th Commandant, COL Daniel Hibner.
Our Wet Gap Crossing article takes a deep dive into every facet of the 74 th Multi-Role Bridge
Company. The 911th Technical Rescue Engineer Company demonstrates how successful training
mirrors achievable real world National mission goals. We encounter improvements on the
battlefield through the Next Generation Squad Weapon offerings and via the 19 th EN BN
Petroleum Pipeline Construction operations. We learn to appreciate the skilled contributions of
the Security Forces Assistance Brigade and of a Liaison Officer during an emergency response
operation, as they each share their experiences. The 6th Brigade Engineer Battalion (Airborne)
during the U.S. Army Alaska’s Arctic Warrior 21 exercises, trains on ice bridge construction to
make sure the Army can roll heavy everywhere. We feature the reconstruction of the field landing
strip at Fort Bragg by the 27th Engineer Battalion (Airborne), the 618th Engineer Support
Company (Airborne), the 161st Engineer Support Company (Airborne), and the 264th Clearance
Company. USACE divisions have contributed compositions on USACE’s endeavors with the
USAF, USACE’s multimillion dollar energy microgrid project, and ERDC’s Mr. Alan Kennedy
who lead the program to achieve international standards for nanomaterials.
Finally, I would like to give a heartfelt thank you to all of our
members who continued to support AEA in so many ways. We are
thankfully in a summer that is full of promise, discovery, and
rediscovery in a world that looks like the old one but is
nevertheless brand new and full of hope.
Best,

Linda S. Mitchell, Editor
Army Engineer Magazine

COVER PHOTO
Team #9, CPT Patrick Richardson and CPT Darius Javan of the
39th Brigade Engineer Battalion at Fort Campbell, KY are winners of the
14th Best Sapper Competition at Fort Leonard Wood.

Photo courtesy of U.S. Army, FLW.
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FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
xd@armyengineer.com
Dear AEA Members,
I am sure we are all happy to be able to resume some prepandemic activities. Fort Leonard Wood has now opened
student graduations and other military events to the
public. This has been incredibly uplifting for the Regiment
as the parents and families of these Soldiers are able to
share in their success in person instead of watching from
afar. The museum at Fort Leonard Wood has been using
this time of limited access to do some construction
projects to address the ailing AC system and the leaking
roof.
The AEA store has been operating out of the
Engineer Regimental Room as these projects are
completed. Additionally, we are executing a face lift on
the store portion of the facility to update and improve the
layout. The store staff has done quite a comprehensive
overhaul on the clothing and items carried in the store.
While we carry a considerable amount of merchandise on
the store’s web site, please come in and take a look at the
things that are new in the Regimental Store at FLW.
Engineer Regimental Week has traditionally been in the
month of April. This year it has been moved to August 2327. As the vaccination rates continue to improve and the
number of Covid-19 patients have dropped, these four
additional months has made it possible to have a fairly
traditional gathering of Engineers for this year’s events.
There will be some social distancing and attendance
constraints as the risk of Covid-19 has diminished but not
disappeared. We will have the Industry Exhibition and
Regimental Ball in Nutter Field House and several other
gatherings during the week.
We look forward to seeing you there.
Essayons,

COL (Ret) Dave Theisen, EN
Army Engineer Association
Executive Director

The Army Engineer Association is
ramping up for the upcoming Engineer
Regimental Week. The Army Engineer
Association gift shop made some
changes to our products, we are still
doing special projects. If you have a
project in mind such as a going away
gift, give us a call and we will do our
absolute best to complete the project
and get it shipped out to you.
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PERMANENT
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Keys to Success, Doctrine, Principles, and TTPs
from inside a Multi– Role Bridge Company
By CPT Russell L. Bettencourt & 1LT Taylor M. Ross

From October of 2019 to November of 2019 the 74th
Multi-Role Bridge Company (MRBC) conducted four
separate battalion combined arms wet gap crossings
(WGC) in support of 1 ABCT/ 1st Cavalry Division during
Operation Ironhorse Fury. Operation Ironhorse Fury
required the synchronization of reconnaissance assets,
fires, maneuver, and engineer assets. Over the course of
the four WGC’s 74th MRBC crossed vehicles via a full
closure Improved Ribbon Bridge (IRB) as well as rafting.
Across all WGC’s the 74th MRBC and 1/1 ABCT crossed
55 wheeled vehicles and 101 tracked vehicles via rafting
and 272 wheeled vehicles and 179 traced vehicles via a
full closure bridge.
13
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Photo by Tactical Rifleman

By COL (Ret) Clark Lindner
In an effort to equip our Sapper Platoons with the
newest handheld assault rifle in the U.S. Army’s arsenal,
Textron Systems is supporting the Nation’s missions through
its offering for the Next-Generation Squad Weapon (NGSW).
For more than a decade, we have continued to work directly
with Soldiers to gather their feedback. During our user
touchpoints, we often have Soldiers tell us that they are
consistently amazed with how light the weapon feels, the
incredible capability of our integrated suppressors to
minimize noise, and the overall balance of the gun. From our
vantage point, this weapon represents the next step in the
Army’s growth of another true overmatch capability.
Textron Systems, one of three small arms
manufacturers participating in the current phase of the
NGSW program, has created NGSW small arms technologies
that deliver increased lethality, reduced system weight, and
improved reliability through advanced design. Chambered in
6.8mm and using Textron Systems’ cased telescoped
ammunition to deliver decisive lethality on modern
battlefield, Textron Systems’ offerings may look futuristic,
but may be initially fielded as soon as the coming year.
Following caliber testing, the Army developed a round that
replaces its existing 5.56mm series of weapons, while
delivering performance beyond that of the venerable
7.62mm NATO cartridge.

In parallel, Textron Systems incorporated its cased
telescoped technology, which replaces the traditional brass
cartridge with thermo-polymer. In addition to a weight savings
of 35% over traditional cartridges, the use of polymer cartridges,
in conjunction with a “push-though” feed-and-eject system,
dramatically reduces heat transfer within the weapon. In turn,
this reduces wear in critical areas and eliminates one of the
major causes of weapon malfunctions – the extraction cycle.
Additionally, its lightweight small arms have matured
through more than 15 years of Soldier feedback. These touch
points are reflected in Textron Systems’ NGSW offering: the
weapon incorporates innovations to add capability and increase
Soldier efficiency, such as a side-loading feed tray for the
automatic rifle, which eliminates the necessity to open the feedtray cover to load and prevents interference with optics, as well
as, powered “smart rails” to integrate/energize optics, lasers,
and lights.
Additionally, these weapons feature fully
ambidextrous controls and incorporate semi-automatic and
automatic firing modes on both the rifle and automatic rifle.
Modern Soldiers require a weapon that can perform
and rise to the battlefields of the future. Textron Systems looks
forward to delivering this needed capability to the U.S. Army
and is proud to contribute our NGSW as the right solution for
the Army’s close combat and lethality needs.

COL (Ret) Clark Lindner spent more than 28 years in uniform leading and
training Cavalry, Armor, and Infantry formations across our U.S. Army. He
continues to serve today by providing cutting-edge technology that gives
our warfighters the advantage on the battlefields of tomorrow.
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Engineer Support to
Petroleum Pipeline
Construction
Currently no active-duty element exists for
pipeline operations resulting in a gap that
delays and degrades actions in a largescale combat operations environment. The
Engineer Regiment provides the Nation's
Military with the ability to construct a
petroleum pipeline in a contested tactical
environment. This is essential infrastructure
to deliver fuel to units in the field, enabling
the military to continue operations against
the enemy.
Engineer Soldiers emplacing and coupling 9’ sections of pipe to complete the 18-mile
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By CPT James A. Lee, CW2 Alexis A. Forchiney & MAJ Garrett D. Anderson
All Photos by CPT Lee James
Pipeline construction is not an easy mission
considering the extensive planning, material, and
equipment that is required to ensure installation meets
the required timeline and specifications. The Army has the
necessary personnel and equipment to execute pipeline
operations, continuous combined arms training is
pertinent to mission success.
The 19th EN BN will maintain one trained
platoon size element of the Army by the end of FY 21 in
site prep operations for petroleum pipeline installation in
order to Advance and build capability for the corporation,
the Regiment, and the Army.
Since November 2020, the 19th EN BN trained
one organic platoon size element to conduct site
preparation for pipeline operations in a large-scale combat
operation. The platoon coordinated and training with
FORSCOM Petroleum Training Module (FPTM) and at Fort
Picket in name of exercise which consisted of site
preparation, command and control (C2) operations,
planning, and joint construction with the Korean Service
Corporation. The 19th is currently postured to conduct
future training to enhance readiness and further reduce
this capability gap within the Engineer Regiment.
The overall engineering mission priorities have
shifted over the years creating a current shortfall in the
Engineer Regiment. The 19th EN BN identified that
pipeline operations are a critical gap and there are three
specific knowledge gaps within pipeline operations;
geographical information system (GIS) assessments,
construction knowledge, and Mission Command
experience during pipeline construction operations that
need training. In coordination with the Quartermasters,
the 19th EN BN worked directly with the FPTM at Fort
Pickett, VA.
The FPTM provides a full spectrum of training on
the Inland Petroleum Distribution System (IPDS), which
provides the U.S. Army with the capability to support
operational forces with bulk fuels in either a developed or
an undeveloped theater of operations. The 19th EN BN
were able to cross train on pipeline construction during
this year’s exercise.
During the training, one platoon trained on
multiple facets of this operation. The 19th Engineers
participated in multiple events leading up to the
culmination to include an initial planning conference in
December of 2020 where the 19th EN BN sent personnel
to participate in the terrain orientation, systems
capabilities, and command support relationship briefs.
In February of 2021, a Mobile Technical Training
Team (MTT) from Fort Pickett conducted classroom
training modules at Fort Knox to qualify all participating
Soldiers on petroleum pipeline operations. Training
consisted of site preparation analysis, earthwork slope
calculations, pipeline design and pipeline testing
procedures. Some of training included the 19th EN BN
Survey and Design team analyzing the elevation diagram
to determine the trace for the pipeline.
Finally, the 19th Engineers participated in a joint
training exercise from 10-23 April 2021. Soldiers were
OPCON to the 368th EN BN and conducted integrated
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pipeline operations on connecting couplings, operating
three different types of valves; pump station
construction, petroleum factors, pipe emplacement and
gap crossing operations, culminating in six miles of
pipeline being emplaced by the platoon.
The Way Forward - The 19th EN BN now has 30
Soldiers from four different companies postured to
conduct pipeline operations including: land surveying
(Survey & Design), pipeline trace identification, and
pipeline construction. The Battalion will continue to
maintain this knowledge by participating in this exercise
annually. Additionally, an opportunity exists for the 19th
Engineer Battalion to participate as the overall C2 node
for future training events and opportunities.
On 10 April 21, 19th EN BN attended the Inland
Petroleum Distribution System (IPDS) training at Fort
Pickett to review / train Engineer Specific task associated
with the design and installation of the petroleum
distribution system. Participating in the training event
were elements of the 368th EN BN, 412th ENG CO, 130th
EN BDE-15th EN CO (-), 20th EN BDE-19th EN BN, 53rd QM
Co(-) with observes from HQDA G4, APC, and OCE.
The training consisted of one week of
contracted instructor-provided classroom and hands-on
instruction, followed by one week of unit-managed
training. The IPDS is installed in April and recovered in
September on a yearly basis as part of training/
certification for select Engineer units.
The Way Ahead - There is a need to continue
the working group in order to match current capabilities
(Organizational, Materiel, and Training) to unit
requirements to increase proficiency in design,
installation, sustainment, and recovery. In addition,
develop training plans to develop the staff to ensure
success for future engagements.
Staff Exercises prior to participating in this
event should be a must. Multi-Component training at
these events will exponentially increase the value of the
training. Participation should follow mission command
for operational plans to further increase habitual
relationships.
Why we train IPDS - LSCO, the OPDS is a U.S.
Navy System, and it proposes to deliver fuel to the highwater mark on the beach. Located on the high-water
mark is a beach terminal unit (BTU). The BTU serves as
an interface between the OPDS and the IPDS and is
considered the end point of the Navy's mission. The
Army receives fuel on the outlet side of the BTU and is
responsible for moving the fuel inland using the IPDS.
Challenges - Funding will continue to be
challenge for both logistics and engineer community as
we attempt to procure and sustain the commodities
required to perform this mission. Mutual support and
collaboration will assist as we move forward. The
pipeline requires a 250 CFM to pressurize the hose. We
no longer use this system. As the Army’s retention
objective for this system continues to decline. It will be
more difficult to sustain the low-density aging fleet.
Suggested that APC look at COTS solutions to this
problem.
22

Teams of 12Ts, Survey and Design
Soldiers, created the 19 mile “Trace” for
the installation of the IPDS.
This
includes pipeline path, cuts, and fills,
bridging efforts and safety, cultural, or
historical concerns.
The team of US
Army Reserve and US Army Active
component can utilize the geospatial
cell, local maps, and topo equipment to
develop the trace.

Cut, grub, doze, or if necessary,
blast major obstructions, for
example, trees, boulders, or
buildings. Clear and grade the
areas where a fuel unit will be
located,
transfer
systems
installed, roadways built, and
loading and unloading facilities
installed.

There must be good drainage from the site. Plan cuts
and fills so that the volume of cut soils roughly
equals the required fill for low spots, tank berms, and
roadways. If the area is fairly flat and requires only
minimal grading, the materials for roadways and tank
berms can come from a borrow pit near the site
which can, if desired, be converted to a reserve water
storage basin. Keep in mind that the major
equipment, most particularly the bags, should be set
on virgin or cut soils, if possible, rather than on fill.

If tankage must be located on a filled area, the fill
must be compacted as it is placed. Compaction
after a deep fill has little effect. When extensive
fill is required, the slopes must be such as to
prevent slides and reduce erosion. As a general
rule, there should be no slopes greater than 2:1
(approximately 25°) in sandy or loamy soils. Roads
must be fully compacted and have good
drainage. If possible, they must have at least a
surface of gravel or crushed rock. Each side of
the road should have an adequate swale or ditch
for good drainage.

The requirement for a forklift
during installation is to ensure
the pumps are installed and
level as well as the movement
of pipe within the equipment
park. Current pump stations
have the capability to pump
800
GPM
of
product.
Installation of this station
requires a variety of valves,
The weight of some valves, i.e.,
check-valves and pumps far
exceed the four Soldier carry.
An additional loader such as a
skid-steer or HEMEE will be
necessary.

The bridge for both dry and wet gap suspension performs but
is categorically outdated. It uses cables and anchors that while
we can replicate, most of the tools that we would have
completed this task no longer resident within our units.
Furthermore, neither rigging nor wire rope is taught
institutionally.
When the pipeline trace was done for the
INDOPACOM exercise it was not meshed with the bridge
requirements for the MSR. Would suggest that clamps and
hangers to the existing LOCB be developed and provisioned.
This would be a component item for the IPDS not the bridge.
If 1 cubic foot of fuel is 7.48 gallons and each gallon weigh
approximately seven pounds this could affect the weight
distribution and military load class of the bridge. If the trace for
the pipeline follows the MSR it could reduce independent
operations, security requirements and construction along the
line.
23
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Technical Manuals - The IPDS manual, much like many of the Engineer
TMs are old, outdated and have not been maintained. A smart book has
been published and is disseminated by the team during the training.
Familiarization with the manual prior could be accomplished.

The units attained most of the equipment from the
Equipment Concentration Site at Fort Pickett. The
FMTVs were utilized for most transportation
requirements and towed the 4-Ton Bolster Trailer
issued by the training community. The Bolster Trailer is
the primary method of moving the aluminum pipe. LIN:
W94536 is a general purpose 4 Ton 4 Wheel W/E is an
extendable open frame chassis with bolsters, chains,
stanchions, etc. to keep loads from shifting during
transit. It is no longer associated with Construction units
and has far exceeded the Economic life. It is kept on the
TOE today for Combat units as a place holder. Using
these systems would not only decrease the number of
turn around associated with the pipe installation but use
inherent equipment associated with the battalion.
Advance planning on routes by the survey and design
team would increase safety by the documentation of
know staging areas, traffic control points and providing a
map or overview of the route to the unit.

IPDS - Each 5-mile set packaged in 13 containers minus
the PLCAs, Pump Stations, and Fuel Units and pump
station equipment containers. IPDS Pump Stations
operate an average of every 10 miles on flat terrain
(varies based on terrain profile) to push petroleum
through 6-inch pipeline at a rate of 800 gallons per
minute. IPDS components are only resident in
Operational Project Stocks (BOI). ISO compatible (PLS/
LHS Transportable).
An engineer company can
construct about three miles of IPDS single pipeline in a
10-hour day and recover approximately 2 miles per day.
There is no end date lifecycle on IPDS. Early Entry Fluid
Delivery System (E2FDS) – Modernized system to be
fielded in FY24, the system requires minimal engineer
support to emplace. 50-mile E2FDS conduit is
emplaced and manifolded in 2 days. Upon completion
of continuity checks the system is operational. This
system is rated to pump 850,000 gallons of petroleum
and 650,000 gallons of raw water per day. If the Inland
Petroleum Distribution System pipeline is constructed,
E2FDS is used to extend the pipeline trace or to assist in
the relocation of the product.

Top photo: Korean Service Corps Soldiers teach techniques to increase
pipeline emplacement efficiency. Photo left: CPT James Lee briefs BG
Joseph D'Costa, the DCS-S for the 412th TEC and LTC Gretchen Bux,
Commander of the 36th EN BN on U.S. Army Pipeline Operations. All
photos are courtesy of USACE.
CPT James Lee is currently assigned as the Construction Officer for a 1050-Soldier Echelon Above Brigade Engineer Battalion consisting of seven subordinate UICs. Manages
the 19th EN BN's construction program to build and sustain the Battalion's ability to execute construction operations worldwide in support of Army, Combined, and Joint
Unified Land Operations. CPT Lee is responsible for overseeing the planning and execution of construction project for the Battalion and communicating with project leaders
and stakeholders throughout the construction process and is the primary representative to the 20 th Engineer Brigade for construction matters and regularly assists Platoon
leaders in the planning and execution process.
CW2 Alexis Forchiney is a Construction Engineering Technician for an Echelon Above Brigade Engineer Battalion assigned to XVIII Airborne Corps. He is responsible for the
technical management of the 19th EN BN’s construction program within one detachment and seven geographically dispersed companies comprised of 1050 Soldiers.
Responsible for nesting construction operations within the Battalion's mission essential tasks and installations support. Serves as the primary representative of the
Battalion on all construction matters and the liaison for Fort Knox Department of Public Works, Range Operations, USACE Louisville District, and external units or agencies
seeking engineer support; responsible for assisting in construction planning, technical oversight, operational energy awareness, survey and design, electrical power and
distribution system, bill of material oversight and quality assurance for all projects.
MAJ Garrett Anderson is an Operations Officer for a Modular Echelon Above Brigade Engineer Battalion consisting of five engineer line companies, a headquarters and
forward support company with 1050 soldiers. Responsible for the planning, preparation, and execution of daily garrison and field operations, as well as major training
events while incorporating Combined Arms Training Strategies. Prepares running estimates and responsible for detailed planning and implementation of the BN CDR
visualization. Recommends the tactical employment of the battalion stability and support capabilities, decisive action, and defense support of civil authority operations.
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SFC Jason Grieco (Assistant Team Leader, 4511) assists in priming Bangalore breaching charges.by CPT Eric Burnett, Team Leader, 4511.

SFC Jason Grieco (Assistant Team Leader, 4511) assists in priming Bangalore breaching charges.by CPT Eric Burnett, Team Leader, 4511.
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SFC Jason Grieco (Assistant Team Leader, 4511) assists in priming Bangalore breaching charges.by CPT Eric Burnett, Team Leader, 4511.

SFC Jason Grieco (Assistant Team Leader, 4511) assists in priming Bangalore breaching charges by CPT Eric Burnett, Team Leader, 4511
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Enabling Arctic Mobility:
Ice Bridge Construction
By 1LT Jenna Forrester, CW2 Jeremy Montgomery,
MAJ Aaron Payne, and LTC Justin Pritchard.

In January 2021, The Department of the
Army released its Arctic Strategy,
Regaining Arctic Dominance in support
of Department of Defense’s Arctic
Strategy
and
national
security
interests in the region. The Army’s goal
is to provide arctic-capable forces to
the joint force commander that are
specifically trained, equipped, and
sustained to fight, win, and survive in
extreme cold weather and rugged
mountain conditions over extended
periods of time. The Strategy identifies
key lines of effort and requirements
that are relevant to Army engineers:
project power from, within, and into
the Arctic to conduct and sustain
extended operations in competition,
crisis, and conflict from a position of
advantage;
and
build
expertise
operating in extreme conditions.
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Photo left: Breacher Soldiers attempt to flood roadway by pumping water on top. Photo by 1LT Jenna Forrester. Photo bottom left:
Breacher Soldiers using the "flooding method" for constructing an ice bridge. Photo bottom right: Breach Soldiers pump water during ice
bridge training. Photos from CPT John Witte.

Alaska’s remote location and extreme climate present
significant challenges to mobility, survivability, counter mobility
and general engineering operations. For example, in most
instances mobility increases in the winter due to frozen rivers
and lakes. With temperatures dropping below -60°F for
extended periods, the environment, more than the enemy, may
pose the greatest threat to arctic operations. To survive and win
in the arctic, engineers require the proper equipment, individual
and unit arctic proficiency, and appropriate doctrine.
In January 2021, elements of the 6th Brigade Engineer
Battalion (Airborne) (6 BEB) participated in US Army Alaska’s
Arctic Warrior 21 (AW21) Exercise. The 6 BEB took on the
challenge of constructing a 1.2-kilometer ice bridge across the
Delta River to provide a ground line of communication between
the West and East Donnelly Training Areas (DTA) near Fort
Greely, AK. 6 BEB primarily focuses on providing mobility
support through airfield damage repair.
The unit lacked resident expertise, equipment, and
training to accomplish the task of constructing an ice bridge. The
battalion last conducted ice bridging in 2011, but all resident
knowledge of ice bridge construction departed due to combat
deployments, combat training center rotations in temperate
climates, and high personnel turnover. In December 2020, 6 BEB
formed an Ice Bridge Team from Paratroopers from the Alpha
and Bravo Company Light Equipment Platoons begin training for
ice bridge construction. The team met with members of the US
Army Corps of Engineer’s Cold Regions Research and
Engineering Labs (CRREL), AK National Guard, and the AK
Department of Transportation to prepare for their training.

Building Ice Bridging Capability

Although the 6 BEB is based in JBER, AK., it lacks
individual and organizational equipment to protect Paratroopers
from the extreme cold and wet conditions associated with ice
bridge construction. In fact, the 6 BEB has the same modified
tables of equipment (MTOE) as other airborne engineer
battalions in the lower forty-eight states. The battalion
supplemented its MTOE with the following commercial
equipment:

24x sets of insulated coveralls and waterproof
gloves
2x10in ice augers

Prior to AW21, the ice bridge team conducted
classroom instruction, rehearsals, and tested construction
techniques on Gwen Lake during the Battalion FTX in December
2020 at JBER. During AW21, ground-penetrating radar (GPR)
provided by engineers from USACE’s CRREL in Fairbanks, AK
enabled the ice bridging team to identify ice thickness across the
Delta River.

Ice Bridging Techniques - Flooding and Crushing Method

While the inactive Field Manual 3-34.343, Military Non
-standard Bridging (2012), provides guidance on how to perform
ice-bridging tasks, there is no better way to learn than actually
doing it. During the winter months in Alaska, many bodies of
water freeze naturally, but the thickness is not conducive for
heavy vehicle traffic. The 6 BEB ice bridging team was able to
practice both the flooding and crushing methods on JBER before
constructing a real world 1.2-kilometer-long emergency egress
route at DTA. The team used the below equation to compute the
required ice thickness, where h is the ice thickness and P is the
design load in tons. This equation was a more conservative
option of all of the agencies queried in Alaska that had
constructed ice bridges. The ice bridge team used a design load
of 24,000 pounds, the combined weight of two Small Unit
Support Vehicles (SUSV), yielding an ice thickness of 13.9 inches.

h=4〖
〖(P)〗
〗^(1/2)
Flooding Method

The flooding method requires a berm of snow or soil
approximately twelve inches high and roughly 1.5 times the
desired width apart and run the length of the roadway on each
side to help keep in the water. The bermed area is then flooded
using a pump until the water is approximately one inch thick on
top of the ice. Once frozen, additional one-inch layers can be
added until the desired ice thickness is achieved. However, the
time required for this process is dependent upon the ambient
temperature. For instance, it took several days to add only a few
inches of ice when the temperature was between 20°F and 32°F.
Despite the increased time requirement, the ice that is formed is
commonly referred to as black ice, which is almost twice as
dense as white ice (white ice includes air, resulting in less
structural rigidity).

2x 100ft, 3in diameter canvas hoses
2x 396 gallons per min pumps (rented)
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A D6 Dozer opens up the roadway on the ice bridge. (First pass after the last freeze). Photo by 1LT Jenna Forrester.

Crushing Method

The crushing method involves covering the ice bridge area with
snow and spraying it down with water. The wet snow is then compacted
using a dozer and bucket loader and left to freeze. This method generally
freezes twice as fast as the flooding method. Regrettably, the ambient
temperatures increased while testing this method at JBER and the ice
bridge team was unable to validate this construction method prior to
AW21.

On 7 FEB 21, the day before 4-25 IBCT’s joint forcible
entry operation into the DTA, the ice bridge team confirmed the
Delta River ice bridge was intact and capable of supporting the
design load of two SUSVs. However, overflow caused
fluctuations in temperate and changes to the river’s channel
resulted in excessive flooding on the entrance bank of the ice
bridge preventing its use for the duration of the exercise.

Arctic Warrior 21 Ice Bridge Construction (Compaction method)

Building upon Lessons Learned

In mid-January 2021, the ice bridge team deployed 215 miles
north to employ the lessons they had learned at JBER on the Delta River at
DTA. The ice bridge team measured the existing ice thickness in multiple
locations with an auger and GPR and found that the average ice depth of
42 inches across the Delta River. However, water veins, segments of water
that flowed under, around, and over the ice, existed in several locations.
The Delta River is both glacier and spring fed which make it challenging to
determine the river’s flow rate beneath or between the ice layers. Winter
freeze and thaw cycles created sections with multiple layers of ice, water,
and air voids across the width of the river. Equipment operators then
compacted the water veins by driving engineering equipment across thin
layers of ice to expose water to the freezing air. Compaction of the water
veins caused the water to displace and rise to the surface of the ice
bridge. The water flow on top of the bridge did not threaten the integrity
of the ice bridge but did make it slightly more challenging to cross. Given
enough time, some of this water would freeze and add additional
thickness and support to the ice bridge.

The AW21 Exercise enabled the 6 BEB to gain
increased understanding of the capabilities and limitations of its
organic equipment under extreme cold weather conditions,
methods for ice bridge construction, and a greater confidence in
their individual protective equipment. Further understanding of
the impacts of weather and hydrology during winter months will
inform the feasibility of ice bridging to support mobility in the
arctic moving forward. The renewed focus on the arctic, enabled
by the Army’s Arctic Strategy, provides a unique opportunity for
the Engineer Regiment to solidify its doctrine, equipment, and
training to regain arctic dominance. To that end, the 6 th Brigade
Engineer Battalion, in partnership with the 70th Brigade Engineer
Battalion (1-25 SBCT) at Fort Wainwright, AK, and CRREL plan to
host quarterly arctic engineer symposiums to share lessons
learned, highlight doctrinal and capability gaps, and prepare for
the Arctic Warrior 22 Exercise .

1LT Jenna Forrester commissioned in the Army in 2019 from the U.S. Military Academy at West Point, NY with a degree in Mathematics. She is currently a
Platoon Leader in a Sapper Company and was the OIC for the ice bridge construction process.
CW2 Jeremy Montgomery enlisted in the Army in 2009 and switched over to Warrant Officer (120A) in late 2017. CW2 Montgomery served as the BEB's
construction OIC for all projects and helped design the ice bridge.
MAJ Aaron Payne commissioned in 2007 through the ROTC program with a degree in Biology from Olivet Nazarene University. MAJ Payne is currently the 6 BEB
Executive Officer and secured state and local approval for the ice bridge project.
LTC Justin Pritchard commissioned in 2004 with a degree in Civil Engineering from Gonzaga University. LTC Pritchard took command of the 6 BEB in the summer
of 2020 and supervised the construction of the ice bridge project.
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A grader and dozer working along the runway. The dozer is working to form the inside ditch.
Photo By 1LT Jeremy Yeomano.

From May to September 2019, Paratroopers from
the 27 Engineer Battalion (Airborne) reconstructed the
Field Landing Strip (FLS) on the Sicily Assault Landing Zone at
Fort Bragg, NC. The project was spearheaded by the 618th
Engineer Support Company (Airborne), known as “The
Nasty”, with support from the 161st Engineer Support
Company (Airborne) and the 264th Clearance Company,
known as “The Rock” and “Hellhounds”, respectively. The
project included regrading and capping the surface of one
3800-foot runway and taxiway, developing a new drainage
solution to tie into an existing network, and coordinating the
first large scale implementation of the ERACC System. The
Project’s end state was to provide Fort Bragg and the XVIII
Airborne Corp an additional C-130 capable dirt airfield for
training and contingency operations.
The Sicily ALZ Reconstruction project was
the largest troop construction project on Fort Bragg in 30
years and required a significant change in the usual
operation of both the Engineer Support Companies. The
618th and 161st ESCs are the US Army’s only Airborne
Engineer Support Companies and exist to support Joint
Forcible Entry operations with the 82nd Airborne Division and
75th Ranger Regiment. Both companies possess a unique
ability to air drop all required equipment and repair existing
damaged airfields within the first echelon of combat
airborne operations. These types of operations have been
standardized over many iterations of training and
consequently the Paratroopers of the ESCs have become
th
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well trained in their craft. With the ESC mission and
equipment geared towards tactical operations, the Sicily
project forced us to take a step away from the tactical realm
and into the technical engineer realm.
The organizational flow of the project consisted of
618th ESC (A) completing a majority of the work including
regrading and capping the runway and taxiway. 161st ESC (A)
provided assistance when available constructing the shoulders
of both the runway and taxiway. 264th CC assisted with bulk
soil movement with their larger organic equipment
constructing the required ditches and shaping to control the
hydrology of the terrain. The Vertical Platoon from the
Headquarters and Headquarters Company (HHC) constructed
and placed all culvert formworks. The Survey and Design
section of HHC performed all of the staking and surveying
process throughout the project. Project management was
controlled and implemented by 618th ESC (A) 1st Platoon
Leader, 1LT Jeremy Yeoman.
The project presented several unique
challenges to the 27th EN BN (A); the first of which was how to
meet the project deadline of October 1st while using mostly
organic equipment. To overcome this obstacle the 618th ESC
(A) developed a two-shift schedule, from 0600-1600 and the
second shift from 1600-0200. Light sets were rented to
facilitate night operations with a shift brief and refueling
shape of the runway, a majority of the effort focused on
sloping the shoulders of the runway to control the flow of
water. This became a challenge due to the high natural sand
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Photo Above: LTG Michael Kurilla, the XVIII Airborne Corps Commander, operates a D6 dozer during a site visit.
Photo Below: Formwork construction to join culvert pipe to existing junction box Photos by 1LT Jeremy Yeomano.

content within the soil, a common feature in much of Fort
Bragg and the Sand Hills region of the state. This required
strong erosion control development through the
construction of ditches and multiple iterations of
hydroseeding.
The runway was constructed in
accordance with United Facilities Criteria (UFC) 3-260-01.
Prior to construction, multiple readings were taken using
dynamic cone penetrometers (DCP) to measure the
California Bearing Ratio (CBR) for soil compaction and shear
strength. A CBR of 15 was the desired level across the
runway which was enhanced upon the addition of the clay
mixture capping material. Control of the construction was
managed through the use of the organic survey team of 12T
engineers. As the companies were working on one section of
the runway, the survey team staked out the next portion
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of the runway and performed quality assurance on the
previous section. In doing so, the Project Manager could
easily control the flow of construction effort and ensure the
team was not falling behind or moving too quickly.
An existing drainage infrastructure consisting of a
network of reinforced concrete pipes and various junction
boxes were placed in the northern portion of the runway
prior to this project in the early 2000s. Over the years, the
inlets of the junction boxes had deteriorated, and the
surrounding terrain did not allow for efficient flow of water
into the system. One of these junction boxes was positioned
to transport water from the northern edge of the taxiway to
control the flow of water into the network. To tie into this
existing network, two culvert systems were constructed.
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One of the culverts consisted of constructing a
concrete headwall, wing wall, and apron at the inlet of
an existing drainage pipe running underneath the
taxiway on the north end of the FLS. The second culvert
consisted of an inlet constructed of a concrete headwall
and wing wall, with the outlet tied into one of the faces
of an existing concrete junction box. Significant detail
and design were incorporated into the formwork to
allow for proper connection of the reinforced concrete
pipe to the existing concrete brick junction box. The
vertical platoon, part of the 27th Engineer Battalion
Headquarters Company, constructed and placed all
culvert formwork and supervised the placing of the
concrete.
Critical to the success of the project was the
implementation of the Trimble Enhanced Rapid Runway
Construction Capability (ERACC), in which the digital
survey and design of the plan were uploaded directly
into the vehicles. Both the D6 Dozers and 120 Motor
Graders are outfitted with a dual antenna system that
coordinates with multiple satellites in space and a base
station on the ground to triangulate the position of the
blade within several thousands of an inch accuracy.
When calibrated correctly, this allowed the machine to
move and manipulate the blade automatically as it
traversed the project site. Due to the specifications of
the airfield, with the slopes designed as low as 0.5%, the
ERACC increased production by nearly 70% compared to
non-ERACC equipped vehicles.
The ERACC system again proved its value
during the capping phase of the project. In order to seal
the runway and develop a compaction rating suitable
for several thousand C-130 landings, 18,500 cubic yards
of clay mixture was hauled onto the site and
deliberately placed along the entire runway and
taxiway. Over a span of 15 days, roughly 100 dump
trucks per day filed through the site and spread the clay
mixture across the runways. Vertical offsets were
programmed into the machines’ computers allowing the
operators to spread the material as fast as it was
delivered.
In total, 37,158 cubic yards of spoil was
removed, 18,500 cubic yards of clay capping material
was placed. The unit spent 19 weeks on site and worked
over 12,000 cumulative Soldier-hours to complete the
Sicily FLS Reconstruction Project, saving the Army
$3,206,014 in contracted labor costs.
The 27th Engineer Battalion (Airborne) is
currently in the initiation phase for the next major Fort
Bragg troop construction project reconstructing the
field landing strip on Luzon drop zone to support C-17
operations. The project is scheduled to start in April of
Top: Soldiers from the 618th ESC (A) spread capping material with
the support of the ERACC equipment. SSG Opsomer from 618th ESC
(A) ground guides trucks hauling in capping material. Middle: A
Soldier from the 264th Clearance Company operates a D7 dozer to
spread material along the edge of the runway. Bottom: A Soldier
from the 618th ESC (A) operators an ERACC enabled grader along
the taxiway. Photos by 1LT Jeremy Yeomano.
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2021 to and finish in the fall of 2021. Upon completion, the current
Luzon field landing strip will be converted into dual C-17 runways to
support training and XVIII Airborne Corps contingency operations.
With a scope significantly larger than Sicily, the unit will construct
the airfield with a task organization consisting of two platoons from
618th ESC (A), two platoons from 161st ESC (A), the vertical platoon
from the headquarters company, one squad from the 264 th CC, as
well as all of the maintenance and survey support required for the
large project.

1LT Jeremy Yeoman served as the Project Manager for the Sicily FLS construction
project and currently serves as the Project Manager for the Rhine-Luzon FLS
construction project within the 27th Engineer Battalion (Airborne) at Fort Bragg, NC.
He holds a degree in Mechanical Engineering from Wilkes University in
Pennsylvania.
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The Unexpected Crash Course in Liaison Operations
My Time at the Javits Center for COVID-19 Emergency
Response Operations

MAJ Henry G. Harpen

W

alking alongside exhausted nurses ending
another 12-hour shift, I found myself shouting
facilities questions to be heard through my N95
mask, which was itself covered by a secondary
surgical mask. After two hours on the patient-care floor with
over 100 COVID-positive patients, I doffed my personal
protective equipment and sprinted to the nightly Commander’s
Update Brief. The U.S. Army North Commander was making an
unexpected visit in 12 hours, Unified Command Javits required
technical assistance to support the installation of a new
hardline liquid oxygen system, and medical staff needed
solutions for facilities problems identified during my earlier
walk-through of the patient-care floor. As the Liaison Officer
(LNO) to Unified Command Javits for the New York District of
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), I had responsibility
for addressing each of these matters. I did not have, however,
any of the following: understanding of the operation of a
unified command; education or practical experience with liquid
oxygen systems; prior work experience with medical
professionals; or, most critically, prior assignment experience as
an LNO.
With these significant experience gaps amidst the
chaotic environment of the newly operational Javits New York
Medical Station (JNYMS), I leveraged U.S. military doctrine to
inform my execution of the four basic functions of an LNO:
assist, coordinate, monitor, and advise.
My personal
experiences ultimately validated the effectiveness of the
doctrine and, further still, provided perspective on how it can
be applied in real-world operations.

Assist

FEMA, HHS, New York State, and USACE work to complete the construction
of an alternate care facility at the Jacob K. Javits Convention Center in New
York City, March 26, 2020. Photo by K.C. Wilsey.
37

Regarding the LNO function to assist, the JTF Liaison
Handbook states that an effective LNO must provide “clear,
concise, and accurate information and recommendations in a
timely manner to [receiving unit] staff.” My experience at the
JNYMS taught me that an LNO must expect to assist beyond his
or her individual capability to support the receiving unit with
relevant information and recommendations. At the JNYMS, the
Unified Command required technical assistance for the
implementation of both a hardline liquid oxygen distribution
system and a back-up power generation system. I am a
technical engineer by education, but my degrees and
experience are in chemical, civil, and environmental
engineering—meaning I had little personal knowledge to
address these mechanical engineering problems. As the
representative for USACE, however, I had the responsibility to
support the Unified Command’s needs within this area of
USACE technical expertise. I ultimately attained this support
through reach-back and collaboration with mechanical
engineers at USACE New York District and external USACE
centers of expertise. Fundamentally, being a successful LNO
requires representing the full breadth and depth of knowledge
associated with the sending organization.
An LNO is
responsible for assisting, regardless of individual background,
experiences, or capabilities.
ARMY ENGINEER MAGAZINE
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FEMA is working with HHS and the New York State to complete the construction of a 1,000-bed medical station at the Jacob K. Javits
Convention Center in New York City to care for patients with special health needs. These medical stations increase local healthcare
capabilities and can be tailored to meet local requirements. Photo by Ms. Grace Simoneau.

Coordinate

Concerning the LNO task to coordinate, Center for
Army Lessons Learned (CALL) Manual 20-05 instructs that a
capable LNO must provide “required information from
available sources, thus reducing the demand and tasks that
must be communicated to the parent command.” At the
JNYMS, I learned first-hand that an LNO must
comprehensively understand the receiving unit’s chain of
command and task organization, allowing for consolidation
and deconfliction of tasks and requests from elements
within the receiving unit. The Unified Command at the
JNYMS consisted of multiple agencies from each echelon of
government (i.e., federal, state, and local), nongovernmental organizations (e.g., Northwell Health), and
military units from Army and Air Force (operating under Title
10 and Title 32 authorities) and Navy from various
occupational specialties (e.g., medical, logistics). This
complicated web of agencies and military units resulted in
chaotic information flow to the USACE New York District. As
LNO, I struggled initially with the complexity of Unified
Command Javits and, consequently, I labored excessively to
organize, consolidate, and deconflict requests. Through
deliberate effort during my first 48 hours at the JNYMS, I
developed an in-depth understanding of the organizational
structure and obtained proficiency with efficient information
flow. Generalizing this lesson learned, a successful LNO
must prioritize understanding the receiving unit’s
organization, thereby allowing efficient management and
communication of requests to the sending unit.

Monitor

Evaluating the LNO function to monitor, the JTF
Liaison Handbook recommends that LNOs “routinely assess
where they need to be during the daily operations cycle in
order to stay abreast of the current situation and keep the
sending organization headquarters fully informed.”
Correspondingly, my time at the JNYMS taught me that an
LNO should not exhaust energy in the futile attempt to
attend all scheduled meetings. At the JNYMS, on a daily
basis I found myself needing, wanting, or being asked to
attend the following meetings: the Unified Command
Huddle, Interagency Staff Synch, Safety Working Group,
Medical Plans Synch, Logistics Synch, Joint Staff Operations
Synch, Security Synch, FEMA Synch, Civil-Military Operations
Synch, Public Affairs Synch, and the Commander’s Update
Brief. I simply could not attend them all, so personal
judgment and discretion were critical to ensure I made the
best use of my limited time. An LNO must prioritize—
through commander’s guidance or personal judgment—
which receiving unit meetings to attend. Attempting to
attend them all or, just as problematic, allowing one’s
conference schedule to be determined solely by others, may
result in the failure of LNOs to be where they matter most.
While monitoring, an LNO must also resist
becoming a full-time planner for the receiving unit. At the
JNYMS, planning cells within the Unified Command
attempted daily to enlist my efforts as a planner. While I
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MAJ Henry G. Harpen, U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers,
inspecting
contractor
installation of the hardline
liquid oxygen system at the
Jacob K. Javits Convention
Center in New York City. The
system would provide the
facility with the capability
to
support
patients
requiring high volume or
extended periods of oxygen
support. Photo courtesy of
U.S. Army.

had the capability (and often the desire) to support in this role, as an
LNO I did not have the capacity to support in this role. CALL urges
against LNOs becoming full-time planners, reminding that “Planning…
should not dominate the LNO’s time nor preclude accomplishment of
other LNO functions.” Instead, an effective LNO “must retain the
flexibility and freedom of action to accomplish other functions and
should not fill a staff position better filled by a full-time planner.”

Advise

Examining the LNO duty to advise, the JTF Liaison Handbook
notes that an LNO is “the [receiving unit’s] expert on the sending
command’s capabilities and limitations.” While communicating both
capabilities and limitations is important, my experience at the JNYMS
taught me that the latter is most critical for executing LNO duties. To
this point, the JTF Liaison Handbook counsels that LNOs “must exercise
caution to ensure that they do not obligate the sending organization to
taskings that are beyond the specified charter or should be forwarded
through normal channels.” At the JNYMS, leaders within the Unified
Command would request—in good faith, without understanding the
contracting legalities—that USACE perform work not permissible
without deliberate contracting processes and approval from external
authorities. Understanding which tasks USACE could or could not
perform was vital to my success. To advise successfully, an LNO must
reject—albeit respectfully—receiving unit requests for the sending unit
to execute tasks it cannot or should not perform. While advising the
receiving unit, an LNO must also acknowledge the impact of his or her
rank. As CALL cautions, “Rank matters in this job. Depending on the
level of the organization, having the right rank, experience level, and
maturity is critical to success.” A
As an Army Major within a Unified Command including
multiple General Officers and dozens of medical doctors holding the
rank of Colonel, my rank was the absolute minimum required for
credibility in daily operations. Although I was effective in my role, I
performed well despite my rank. After my departure, the USACE New
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York District LNO position was filled by a Lieutenant Colonel. For
better or for worse, “The military is a hierarchal organization, and
having the necessary rank can make it easier to break institutional
barriers.”
Conversely, lacking the appropriate rank can result in
barriers to success. A competent LNO must acknowledge these
challenges when present, develop strategies to mitigate issues of rank,
and then continue to execute the duties of the position.
Employing doctrine to bridge a personal experience gap, I
survived my first LNO assignment by focusing on the primary LNO
functions of assist, coordinate, monitor, and advise. While my
assignment was atypical, my experiences and lessons learned during
COVID-19 response operations should nevertheless provide general
insight, perspective, and guidelines for individuals facing the challenge
of upcoming LNO duties.
Still, as these are only highlights, I strongly recommend that a
prospective LNO study the relevant doctrine individually prior to
conducting any LNO assignment. While relating my experiences, I
relied heavily on the JTF Liaison Handbook and CALL Manual 20-05, but
other valuable doctrinal references include Army Doctrine Publication 6
-0 and Army Field Manual 6-0. Given the necessity and importance of
the LNO role in military operations, individual professional
development will prove valuable for the astute military member,
inevitably executing these duties during the course of a military career.

MAJ Henry G. Harpen is a U.S. Army Engineer Officer with 11 years of activeduty experience, including 2.5 years serving with the USACE at the Buffalo
District in Buffalo, NY. During COVID-19 emergency response operations, he
deployed to New York City in March – April 2020 in support of the USACE
Alternate Care Facilities mission. He is currently a student at the Command
and General Staff College at Fort Leavenworth, KS.
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Memorial Wall Donors
Black & Veatch Special Projects Corp.
DLI, LLC
Doosan
Federal Contracts
Leidos
Lindmark Outdoor Media
LTC Joseph Arcari
LTC Patricia Arcari
BG (Ret) Dale Barber
LTC (Ret) Robert Bassler
COL (Ret) John Booth
COL Joseph Briggs
COL Robert Brown
COL (Ret) Lloyd Brown
1SG (Ret) Anthony Campo
MG Randal Castro
LTC (Ret) Michael Clarke
LTC (Ret) Richard Comiso
COL (Ret) Dave Cotts
COL (Ret) Charles Cox
COL (Ret) Richard Curl
LTC Ronald Davidson
Mr. Richard Davis
Mr. Aaron Dunn
Mr. Gregory Edgin
COL (Ret) Mike Ellicott
LTC William Enicks
MAJ (Ret) William Farr
MAJ John Fasulo
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COL Larry Fulton
COL Garland Goodrich
COL Arthur Gravatt
COL (Ret) Daniel Grey
MG Robert Griffin
1SG David Gustavsen
COL William Haight
Mr. Seth Henson
COL (Ret) Thomas Hunter
BG (Ret) Paul Kavanaugh
Mr. Kenneth Kiel
CW2 Shawn Jacob Knauff
COL Jack LeCuyer
BG Robert Lee
COL (Ret) Anthony Leketa
BG (Ret) Michael LePeilbet
COL (Ret) James Lyles
COL Stephen Massey
MAJ Kenneth McDonald
COL (Ret) Robert Melchior
LTC (Ret) Thomas Meler
COL Mark Meranda
COL Joseph Migneault
Mr. Leon Miller
COL (Ret) Martin Moakler
BG Bruce Moore
LTC (Ret) Harold Morgan
LTC (Ret) Robert Morris
COL (Ret) Michael Morrow

LTC (Ret) Richard Munson
COL (Ret) Timothy O'Rourke
LTC Richard Ott
CW5 (Ret) Scott Owens
MG (Ret) John Peabody
LTC (Ret) Mark Potter
COL (Ret) Geoffrey Prosch
COL Russell Robertson
COL James Rowan
Mr. Brian Seguin
LTC (Ret) Stephen Shepard
COL (Ret) Robert Shields
Mr. Todd Stevens
COL (Ret) David Tarbox
MG (Ret) Merdith Temple
CSM Richard Thalman
SGT Brent Thomas
Mr. Russell Tillman
LTC Frank Tedeschi
LTC Charles Vincent
COL (Ret) Robert Wallace
MG (Ret) Bryan Watson
Mr. Frank Weinberg
COL Robert Whitehead
COL David Wong
COL Robert Wood
Mr. Shea Wyatt
BG (Ret) Roger Yankoupe
COL Thomas York
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